
  SPECIAL SENSES: VISION 

 

- photoreceptors need support structures  

 (eyeball, lens) to function: - image formation 

 

 

VERTEBRATE EYE STRUCTURE:  

 

 - same basic requirements for all eyes 

 

 - special functional or habitat-related requirements  

  - "air" versus "water" eyes 

  - "night" versus "diurnal" eyes 

  - high visual acuity 
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IRIS: CONTINUOUS WITH CILIARY BODY  

   AND CHOROID (H101) 
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23-11a 

MUSCLES CONTROLLING PUPIL DIAMETER 

DPM dilator pupillae muscles - radial → contract: 

 retract iris edges, pupil opens 

SPM sphincter pupillae muscles - circumferential → contract: 

 pupil closes 



RABBIT EYE LONGITUDINAL SECTION (CVH178) 
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RETINA SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 
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 "AIR" VERSUS "WATER" EYES 

 

 

"AIR":  

 

- cornea small, highly curved: 1º focus 

 

- lens thin, oval, flexible: 1º accommodation 

 

 

"WATER": 

 

- cornea large, slightly curved: 1º accommodation  

 (some species move cornea) 

 

- lens thick, spherical, solid: 1º  focus  



FROG EYE (CVH162) 

 

TYPICAL "WATER" EYE 



COMPARISON OF "AIR" AND "WATER" ADAPTED EYES 

RABBIT (CVH178)                   FROG (CVH162) 



LOW-LIGHT VERSUS DIURNAL ("DAYLIGHT") EYES 

 

DIURNAL 

- cones for color vision (some species) 

- retinal area large, highest acuity 

- wide range of light levels:  

 pupil has wide diameter range 

- lens closer to cornea  

 

LOW-LIGHT 

trends: light sensitivity high, optics gather more light 

- most/all photoreceptors = rods - more sensitive 

- retinal area small 

- pupil large (iris absent in some species) 

- lens large, close to retina 

- eye large relative to body/head size 

- reflector in choroid behind retina - tapeta lucidum  


